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Summary 
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Gunns Mills, Abenhall, Gloucestershire (SO 6751 1594) has been assessed as the best preserved example 
of a 17th-century charcoal-fired blast furnace in the country, and is designated a Scheduled Ancient 
Monument (SAM 479). The furnace was built in the early 17th-century, rebuilt in the late 17th-century and 
was converted into a paper mill in the late 18th-century. It has been disused for some time and is in urgent 
need of repair. The first stage towards the conservation of this important site involved the preparation of a 
desk-based assessment of the site (Bashford 2000). The second stage involved the erection of a full 
protective scaffold to enable further research into the possible repairs required to the fabric of the building. 
Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology Service were commissioned by Tim Steene of English Heritage 
to monitor groundworks involved in the scaffolding works. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 The charcoal-fired blast furnace known as Gunns Mills was built in the early 17th-century, south of 
Abenhall, Gloucestershire (OS NGR SO 6751 1594, see Figure 1). It has been assessed as "the finest 
remaining example of a charcoal blast furnace in the country" (Hart 1971) and is therefore designated a 
Scheduled Ancient Monument (County No. 479) and a Grade 11* Listed Building. The furnace was rebuilt in 
the late 17th-century and was converted into a paper mill in the 18th-century. Despite being used as farm 
buildings in the late 20th-century, the site has been disused for some time and the standing structure has 
fallen into disrepair. The standing building housing the furnace is in urgent need of renovation. 

1.2 A survey of the standing structure was undertaken in 1988 (Shoesmlth 1988). The report 
concentrated on the standing structure and did not address the possibility of buried remains on the site. 
English Heritage have designed a programme of works to protect the building from further decay caused by 
exposure to the elements. As the first stage towards the eventual conservation of this historic building, 
Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology Service were commissioned by Tim Steene of English 
Heritage to place the existing survey in the context of the surrounding area by means of a desk-based 
assessment (Bashford 2000). 

1.3 The second stage of conservation entailed the erection of scaffolding to protect the standing 
bUilding, and these works were subject to archaeological monitoring to record any newly exposed parts of 
the building and assess any possible damage to the structure during the scaffolding works (see 7, below). In 
addition, archaeological recording was undertaken during the limited excavation necessary to level the 
ground beneath scaffold supports and the concrete counterweight boxes constructed on-site for the 
kentiledge. 

1.4 The archaeological monitoring was undertaken according to the requirements of the brief prepared 
by English Heritage (Steene, 2000), and the specification (Vallender, 2000). All archaeological site work was 
undertaken by Louise Bashford and Karen Derham for the Archaeology Service, and the project was 
managed by Tim Steene for English Heritage, and Toby Catchpole for the Archaeology Service. 

2 Site location 

Abenhall lies in the Forest of Dean, between Mitcheldean and Littledean. Gunns Mills is located south of 
Abenhall where the Mitcheldean-Littledean road meets with Spout Lane and a tributary of the Westbury 
Brook (Figure 1). The site is geologically located on Brownstones (OS 1972) which stand to a height of 80m 
AOO. 

3 Description of the site and surviving furnace remains 

3.1 The site is accessed from an entrance on the Mitcheldean-Littledean road and from a gate leading 
off Spout Lane. The hill-side has been cut away beneath and to the north-east of the standing structure, 
forming a bank that extends in a south west-north east direction. This bank may not be a true indication of 
the original ground surface, and is likely to be a mixture of truncated hill-slope built up with furnace waste 
and building material. 
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3.2 Along the south-western edge of the site the ground rises slightly then dips to the foot of the 
standing structure, suggesting that the area of the lower courtyard has been truncated. The lower courtyard 
contains spoil heaps, some of which may be recently-demolished building remains. Photographs of the site 
taken in 1991 and the inclusion of modern debris within the heaps indicate that at least some of these were 
collected recently during clearance of the lower courtyard. 

3.4 The building itself is in an advanced state of disrepair, supported by wooden beams on its north
eastern side. Ivy that formerly covered the building has been partly removed, and the immediate area has 
been cleared of vegetation. 

3.5 The Gloucestershire Industrial Archaeology Society has drawn plans of the existing structure that 
are held by Gloucestershire Records Office and Gloucestershire Sites and Monuments Record (GSMR No. 
691) The furnace remains include the furnace tower, casting floor, bellows room and wheel pit (Figure 2). 
The iron furnace was built against a steep bank with courtyards above and below. At the top of the flue stack 
was a flat area called the charging floor, connected to the upper yard via the bridge house, where the raw 
materials of iron ore, charcoal and cinders were stored. Sheds located to the rear, dating to the 18th-century 
but now used as outbuildings and cottages, would have been for further storage. The furnace was rebuilt in 
1683, apparently based on the earlier design. The flue stack has a square section about 28ft high with 
slightly curved walls. The fore hearth was located on the south-eastern side at the base of the furnace and 
although missing, the remains suggest that the original square hearth was retained instead of fitting a 
circular bosh and crucible. 

3.6 The casting floor lay to the south-east of the furnace in the area of the lower courtyard. On the 
south-western side of the furnace, a tuyere arch lead to the bellows chamber with the water wheel located to 
the north-west of the furnace stack. The original overshot wheel was driven by a water supply from a 
tributary of the Westbury Brook, and mill ponds located to the west of the furnace structure. 

4 Archaeological and historical background 

The staff of Gloucestershire County Council Sites and Monuments Record (GSMR) has provided 
information on the archaeological background to the site. The cartographic and historical background has 
been reconstructed following consultation of Ordnance Survey maps, historical maps including the Tithe, 
and Estate maps and documents held at Gloucestershire Records Office (GRO). The following section is a 
summary of the desk-based assessment (Bashford 2000). 

4.1 Prehistoric and Romano-British 

4.1.1 Welshbury hillfort (GSMR 5161; SAM 31186) is located 500m to the south-east of Gunns Mills, 
covering 1.3 ha. of the hilltop, with triple ramparts and ditches on its south and west sides and a single bank 
and ditch to the north and east. The hillfort is Iron Age and overlies Bronze Age field systems (McOmish and 
Smith 1995). A Late Iron Age coin was found at the foot of the hill (Waiters 1991). 

4.1.2 The Forest of Dean has a long history of iron working stretching back to before the Roman period, 
and Roman occupation of the area is attested by the discovery of a Roman military type iron spear-head 
found at Welshbury in 1987 (Waiters 1991). The 1881 OS map shows a Roman road (GSMR 5904) on the 
line of the Mitcheldean-Littledean road, passing the eastern end of the site at Gunns Mills, however the age 
of this road is a matter of some dispute, and in its present form it is most likely to be post-medieval in date. 

4.2 Medieval (c.1066-1500) 

The piece of land known as Gunns Mills covers four adjacent fields stretching along Spout Lane between 
Gunns Mills furnace and St.Anthony's Well (GSMR 5165). Two other mills were located further upstream, 
known as the 'Middle' (of which no remains exist) and 'Upper Mill' (GSMR 5858). These were the earliest 
buildings, but each of the mills were fed by the stream that flows eastwards from its source at St. Anthony's 
Well through a series of mill ponds to join with the Westbury Brook at the eastern side of the Mitcheldean
Littledean road. A water mill was built on the property in c.1435 (Herbert 1996). 
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4.3 Post Medieval (c.1500-1900) 
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4.3.1 A corn mill at Gunns Mills was quitclaimed to Richard Brayne of Littledean 1540 (GRO D 361M2, f. 
2v.). William Gunn of Mitcheldean had become tenant of the Braynes by 1596 (GRO D 2172/1/75), and was 
operating two fulling mills by 1601. In 1610 he enlarged the millponds (Herbert 1996). 

4.3.2 Gunns Mills Phase 1 (c. 1628-1681) 
Hart (1971) states that the Gunns Mills charcoal-fired blast furnace was built in 1628-9, although he gives no 
supporting references. It has been suggested that the 'Gunns Mills' name reflects the casting of 610 guns in 
the area in 1629, ordered by the Crown (Nicholls 1966). However, in 1612-13 the King's Ironworks were built 
at Lydbrook, Cannop, Soudley and Parkend, and it is likely that these sites were used for casting the guns. 
The Gunns Mills name probably commemorates William Gunn, tenant of the site at the start of the 17th
century. 

The first certain use of the site as a furnace was in 1634 when 'Gunnes Mill' was listed in the ownership of 
Sir John Winter (Herbert 1996). During the Civil War (1649-1660), Captain John Braine of Littledean seized 
Guns Mill along with the other major working furnaces after Winter had been imprisoned in the Tower of 
London (Hart 1971). Braine was working the furnace by 1645, but Winter regained possession of Gunns 
Mills in 1653 (GRO D 36/M11). Concern over the massive deforestation of the area grew until in 1667 the 
Crown terminated Winter's official connection with the Forest, assumed possession of his lands, and the 
Dean Forest (Reafforestation) Act became law (Herbert 1996) and cut off the fuel supply to the industry. 
Most of the furnaces in the area fell out of use, and the King's Ironworks were dismantled seven years later 
(Hart 1971). Gunns Mills furnace is recorded as belonging to William Brayne after the Act of 1667 (Herbert 
1996) but is recorded as in ruins by 1680. 

4.3.3 Gunns Mills Phase 2 (1682-1742) 
Messers Hall and Soudamore (Herbert 1996) rebuilt the derelict furnace in 1682-3, the date recorded on the 
cast-iron upper lintel-beam above the casting aperture. Much of the original structure appears to have been 
incorporated into the second furnace (GRO D 3921 111/1). Gunns Mills comprising two grist mills (GSMR 
5887) and a fulling mill (,the Upper Mill', GSMR 5858) was mortgaged to Thomas Foley of Stoke Edith for 
£100 in 1702 (Tann 1967), and intermittent production continued until 1736. 

4.3.4 Gunns Mills Phase 3 (1743.1890) 
By 1743 the furnace and associated mills had been incorporated into paper mills (GSMR 5673) and the 
timber-framed bridge house was added to the charging bridge. The site was owned by Joseph Lloyd in 
c1745 and used as paper mills throughout the second half of the 18th-century. In c1860 steam power was 
introduced to supplement the water wheels. The paper works continued under the Lloyd family until the 
works closed in 1879 and all of the machinery was removed by 1890. 

4.3.5 Samples of charcoal blast furnace slag and bloomery cinders have been found at the furnace site 
(GSMR 691). Adjacent to the furnace building is Guns Mills House (GSMR 13810), a Grade I1 Listed 
building, built c.1780 and extended in 1871 (Shoesmith 1988). 

4.4 Cartographic sources 

4.4.1 The earliest historical map consulted was one documenting the property of Thomas Foley at Gunns 
Mills in 1774-75 (GRO 2528). Gunns Mill was then a paper mill, shown as a T-shaped building on the map, 
with a small outhouse on the north-eastern side of the north-west wing. The late 18th-century structure 
appears to have consisted of the furnace, wheel room and bridge house, with another wing extending into 
the lower courtyard at the south-eastern end of the furnace. This wing may have been a remnant of the 
17th-century structure, possibly indicating the location of the casting pit, since it was incorporated into later 
extensions and may have lasted into the early 20th-century. Guns Mill House was shown as three separate 
buildings that were probably incorporated into the present structure. The map also shows rectangular 
buildings in the same location and on the same alignment as the present cottages standing to the north-west 
of the paper mill. Spout Lane was not indicated on the 1774-75 map and the site was accessed from the 
north, off the Mitcheldean-Littledean road. 

4.4.2 By 1834 an estate map (GRO Q/ RGFII 7) showed that Gunns Mill house had achieved its present 
form. The paper mill is labelled as 'Gunns Mills' and is an irregularly-shaped building occupying most of the 
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scheduled area. The outhouses to the north-east were still indicated and the access road swept in a wide arc 
from the Mitcheldean-Littledean road, past the bridge house and back to its junction with Spout Lane. The 
1839 Tithe map (Gwatkin 1992) is unfortunately too small a scale for building details to be accurately 
assessed but Gunns Mills covers parcels 206-212, owned and occupied by John Uoyd (GRO 0307). The 
site itself lies within parcel 208, recorded in the Apportionment as a house, paper mill buildings and garden. 

4.4.3 The First Edition Ordnance Survey map of 1881 shows the site heavily built up, with extensions to 
the furnace building extending from the paper mill, to Spout Lane, and up to the house. Some of these 
buildings must have been cut into the bank extending eastwards from the furnace building, and others 
covered the lower courtyard. By 1922, when the Third Edition map was published, most of the 19th-century 
buildings had been removed, leaving only the core of the structure. 

5 Results of the watching brief 

The site was divided into areas for ease of reference. A plan of the site showing these areas, the scaffolding 
and the location of trenches is found in Figure 2, and larger-scale plans and sections are illustrated in 
Figures 3-7. The area descriptions are tabulated below . 

.... ··· .. i ...... , .... ···· ................ ', ........................ , ....... . 
surface clearance ; .. : .. ': .. ~ .. ~:: .. :: ..... ! .... :.:.:.:: .. ~:,:::. :.~,:.:,,~ .. : .. ~ .. C,;,,: , .......... ".. ............ .. ............... , ... '.: :.:: ..... :: ................................................................... : 

and movement of fallen 

5.1 Area 1: The bridge house 

Although there was no ground intrusion in the bridge house, some damage to the timber-framing was 
caused by the removal of timber buttresses and insertion of supporting raker buttresses on the north-eastern 
side. The lower part of the bridge house is constructed of stone on which stands a square-panel-framed 
superstructure with wattle-and-daub infill panels. Most of the panels had already fallen from the frame when 
work commenced, but on the south-eastern (gable end) of the building the insertion of planks to support the 
upright timbers resulted in slight movement of the timbers, and some of the panels fell from the frame 
during scaffold erection, whilst others started bulging outwards. The remains of one of the panels was 
recorded in situ, prior to its removal for health and safety reasons (see Figure 8). 

5.2 Area 2: The upper courtyard 

Three of the kentilege boxes (Nos. 16, 17, 18) were set in the upper courtyard (Figure 2). This area was 
already level, with a scree surface, since it is presently used as a parking area for Gunns Mills House. 
Although two of the wooden boxes constructed for the kentilege split when the concrete was poured, this 
resulted in only minor spillage, which is not thought to have affected the fabric of the building or any 
associated features, 

5.3 Area 3: The bank 

The slope of the bank on the south-eastern side of the furnace structure required some localised excavation 
to provide a relatively flat surface on which to lay the buttress supports for the scaffold and concrete 
counterweight boxes for the kentilege. Each trench was numbered according to the kentilege box number 
that it was excavated for (see Figure 2). Plans and sections of the trenches are illustrated in Figures 3-7. 
The stratigraphic sequence within each of the trenches is described below. Context numbers are indicated 
by the use of square brackets, and summarised in Appendix 1, and absolute heights are included on the 
illustrations for ease of reference, in metres Above Ordnance Datum (AOO). 
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5.3.1 Trench 1 
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Trench 1 was located at the north-eastern edge of the bank, closest to the access road. It was cut to create 
a level terrace on which to lay a concrete sleeper on which to support the scaffold, and measured 3m by 
O.8m by O.3m. Trench 1 was cut through a deposit of dark reddish-brown sandy silt containing fragments of 
stone [11]. 

5.3.2 Trench 2 
Trench 2a was cut to create a terrace on which to place a railway sleeper to support the scaffold. The area 
levelled measured 3m by Q,8m by O.2m, which cut through a dark reddish brown compact sandy silt 
containing stone fragments [111. 

Trench 2b measured 1.3m by 1 m by O.58m and was cut into the bank in order to create a level platform on 
which to construct a box for a concrete anchor (Figure 3a). The earliest deposit exposed within Trench 2b 
was a mid orangey-brown friable silty clay [7] with occasional small to medium stones, mortar, ceramic 
building material (CBM) and modern wire fencing. This dump of material extended to within c.50mm of the 
ground surface, and was overlain by the topsoil [6], a compact dark brown clayey silt with vegetation. 

5.3.3 Trench 3 
Trench 3a measured c.3m by O.8m by c.0.2m and was levelled to provide a flat surface on which to place a 
railway sleeper support for the scaffold. This trench cut through a layer of dark reddish-brown compact 
sandy silt containing stone [11]. 

Trench 3b was levelled to a depth of 0.20m to provide a flat surface on which to construct a concrete 
counterweight box for the scaffold (Figures 3b-d). The earliest deposit encountered was a compact deposit 
of whitish-yellow and grey limestone that displayed signs of burning [8], and contained charcoal and crushed 
stone. The deposit appeared to dip down towards the south-east and the north-east. It was overlain by a 
0.10m thick layer of mid brownish-red compact clayey silt [91 which was slightly sandy and contained 
occasional small stones and CBM. This layer appeared to be redeposited natural. At the north-eastern end 
of the trench, layer [9] was overlain by topsoil [6]. 

5.3.4 Trench 4 
Trench 4 was a single trench excavated to take a concrete counterweight box at the foot of a raker support. 
This trench was sub-rectangular in shape, with a triangular groove cut along its north-eastern edge to 
minimise shift of the counterweight. The earliest deposit exposed was a dark brown sandy silt [10] with 
occasional stones, found O.35m below the ground surface. This was overlain by a homogeneous dark 
greyish-brown and light yellowish-white sandy silt [8] which had a mortar-like appearance. Above this was a 
layer of mid red sandy silt [9] that was 0.15m thick. 

5.3.5 Trench 5 
Trench 5a required minor levelling thereby providing a flat surface on which to lay a railway sleeper to 
support the scaffold. Trench 5b was levelled to a maximum depth of O.28m for a concrete counterweight 
(Figures 4a-b). The earliest deposit exposed was a compact light whitish-yellow and grey crushed limestone 
layer [8], partially burnt, set within a light greyish-brown sandy silt matrix with occasional charcoal and 
mortar. This was overlain by O.17m depth of mid brownish-red compact slightly sandy clayey silt [9] with 
rootlets, mortar, stones and CBM. 

5,3,6 Trench 6 
Trench 6a measured 3m by 1 m by O.3m and was levelled to provide a flat surface on which to lay a railway 
sleeper to support the scaffold. It was located c. 6.3m north-east of the southern corner of the furnace 
structure, and cut through [9] a mid red sandy silt. Trench 6b was levelled to provide a flat surface on which 
to stand a concrete counterweight (Figures 4c-d). The earliest deposit exposed was a light whitish-yellow 
and grey compact crushed limestone, which was slightly burnt and set in a light greyish-brown sandy silt 
matrix [8]. Layer [8] was found O.2Sm below the ground surface and was overlain by a mid brownish-red 
compact sandy silt [9]. 
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5.3.7 Trench 7 
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Trench 7a was cut to provide a flat surface on which to lay a railway sleeper on which to rest the scaffold, 
located 4.2m north-east of the southern corner of the building (Figure 2). The trench measured c.3m by 1 m 
by O.2m and was cut into a deposit of mid red sandy silt [9]. 

Trench 7b was cut to a maximum depth of O.3m to provide a flat surface on which to rest a concrete 
counterweight (Figures Sa-b).The earliest deposit exposed was a yellowish-brown sandy silt with occasional 
small stones and patches of grit [13] found at a depth of O.14m below the ground surface. A dump of mid 
reddish-brown sandy silt mottled with yellowish-brown and with patches of grit [14]. Deposits [13] and [14] 
were both overlain by a brownish-red compact sandy silt with occasional stones [12]. 

5.3.8 Trench 8 
Trench 8a was located c.2.2m north-east of the southern corner of the standing furnace structure (Figure 2). 
It measured 2.S5m long and O.64m deep, and was levelled to provide a flat surface on which to rest a 
railway sleeper on which to support the scaffold (Figure Se). The earliest deposit encountered was a dark 
brown silty clay containing stone, concrete, brick, slate, china and carpet [5), The north-eastern end of this 
deposit had been truncated and was overlain by [4] a mid pinkish-greyish brown layer of loose silty sand 
with a mortar-like feel, containing frequent peagrit, slate and roof tile. Layer [4J was overlain by a dump of 
dark reddish-brown sandy silt containing a moderate amount of stone [3), which was overlain by a mid 
greyish-brown and mid yellow sandy clay [2]. Above this was a dump of mid red sandy silt with occasional 
stone [1]. 

The deposits within Trench 8a were all modern, and probably result from the same episode of deposition. It 
is known that a large amount of dumping has taken place on the site in recent years, and the appearance of 
these deposits suggests that they could only have been the result of large-scale dumping. 

The deposits observed in Trench 8b represented a series of tip lines that were both shallower and more 
regular than the dumped deposits in Trench 8a. The earliest deposit encountered was [18], a dark brownish
grey friable clayey silt with frequent small to large stones, some of which had probably been removed from 
the furnace building. The density of stone increased towards the western edge of the trench. Inclusions of 
occasional slate, ceramic building material (CBM) and slag were also visible in deposit [18]. At the north
eastern edge of the trench, context [18] was overlain by a light orangey-brown compact silty clay mottled 
with dark brownish-grey [19] that extended north-eastwards. 

At the south-western end of the trench, deposit [18] was overlain by a thin layer of light greyish-yellow 
compact sandy silt with occasional small stones and degraded mortar [20J that sloped from north-west to 
south-east. Above this was a thin layer of dark brownish-grey compact clayey silt [17]. Layer [17J was 
overlain by a light greyish-brown mottled with yellowish-white compact clayey silt containing occasional 
small stones and mortar [16]. These deposits were all overlain by a thin layer of dark brownish-red compact 
clayey silt with frequent small stones and mortar [15]. 

5.4 Area 4: The lower courtyard 

No excavation took place in the lower courtyard, since this had already been levelled during the site's use as 
a farmyard, but some clearance of worked timber and building stone took place. The cleared material was 
not removed from site, but moved to just outside the area covered by scaffolding. 

5.5 Area 5: The bellows room 

There was a large amount of building stone and fallen timber in the bellows room when work commenced on 
the scaffold. The timber was the remnant of the first floor of the building, and the pOSitions of the largest 
fallen timbers correlated with the location of joist holes at the first floor level. The beams were mostly rotten 
and moss-covered. For health and safety reasons, due to the danger of falling roof slates and falling stone, 
they could not be recorded in situ until the furnace building was stabilised by the scaffold. Erection of the 
scaffold required that three concrete counterweights be inserted into the bellows room (nos. 13, 14, 15). 
These required that the floor be levelled, so most of the timbers were removed to the north-western wall of 
the room. Building stone was piled beneath the arms of the scaffold, and any large slates were stacked 
around the edge of the room. 
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5.6 Area 6: The furnace shaft 
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No scaffolding was erected within the shaft itself. The plaster on the wall of the fore hearth was falling from 
the wall with the movement of the building caused by erection of the scaffold. It was necessary to support 
the tuyere arch leading to the bellows room, since this was considered to be in danger of collapse. Although 
this meant the loss of plaster adhering to the arCh, it did reveal the extent of burning through the thickness 
of the walls, which may give some indication of the frequency and intensity of the blast campaigns. 

5.7 Area 7: The wheel-pit and bearing chamber 

The scaffolders initially believed that the rubble within the wheel-pit would need to be moved in order to 
erect the scaffolding. Some of the larger stones were removed from the wheel-pit and stacked in the 
bearing-chamber. An iron wall-sconce was recovered from the debris, Eventually it was decided that it was 
not possible to excavate the rubble until the walls of the wheel-pit had been stabilised, therefore the scaffold 
design was altered to avoid any need for excavation. Netting was hung down the wall of the wheel-pit to 
limit further rock falls from the walls. 

5.8 Area 8: The vat room 

The vat room was not affected by the erection of the scaffold. 

6 Discussion 

6.1 The buried remains 
The deposits exposed during levelling on the bank to the north-east of Gunns Mills furnace structure were 
for the most part the result of 20th-century dumping. Contexts [1]- [5}, [7] are all likely to have been modern 
dumped deposits. Contexts [6], [9], [11], [12], [15] were variations of the thin, poorly-developed topsoil that 
had been established after these dumping episodes. Contexts [8], [10], [13}, [14} could have been earlier 
than the 20th-century and could therefore be related to the mill structure, but [16} to [21] appear to be tip 
lines which could date to any time in the post-medieval period. 

Although none of the deposits showed the large amounts of charcoal, coal and slag that would be the 
expected waste material from the blast furnace, some of the earlier depOSits observed within the trenches 
(contexts [8]. [10], [13], [14], [16], - [20], [21]) could date to any time within the post-medieval period, 
including the 17th-century and 18th-century when the blast furnace was in use. Part of the bank, nearest to 
the standing structure, appears to be a backfilled room which may be part of the 19th-century paper mill. 

6.2 The standing structure 

The standing structure as a whole was largely undamaged by the scaffolding works. Localised areas of 
damage were arguably unavoidable, such as the loss of plaster in the fore hearth and tuyere arch, fallen 
stone and slate in the wheel pit and bellows room. Supporting the timber-framed bridge house has resulted 
in problems concerning the resettling of timbers and different stresses on the superstructure which could 
lead to further loss of -wattle and daub plasterwork in the bays and some damage to warped and rotten 
timbers. However, this potential damage should be compared with the damage to the bridge house that 
would have resulted from further exposure to the elements, and robbing of the stone and slate from 
accessible parts of the building itself. 

7 Impact of the scaffolding works 

7.1 The insertion of scaffolding has inevitably had an impact on the furnace structure and on 
archaeological deposits in the area. These issues, which arose during the monitoring project, are therefore 
listed below for information. 
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7.2 The buried remains 
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7.2.1 The size and weight of the concrete counterweights mean that any archaeological remains beneath 
them are likely to have been severely compacted. The type and extent of such buried remains is still 
uncertain, but is likely to include furnace waste, demolition layers and further remains of the furnace and 
paper mill complex, some of which will be structural features. In addition, the presence or absence of earlier 
archaeology is possible, although any such remains are likely to have been severely damaged by the 
construction of Gunns Mills furnace. 

7.2.2 A large amount of concrete was spilled during the construction of the concrete boxes, and this will 
eventually work its way into the archaeological record. Removal of the boxes by breaking them up may add 
to this problem. 

7.2.3 The full impact of the scaffolding upon the buried remains cannot be properly assessed. Health and 
safety issues on the site made proper examination of the deposits encountered difficult, and was not 
possible in the bellows room and wheel pit. 

7.3 The standing structure 

7.3.1 Some damage was caused to the structure of the building itself. Vibrations caused by movement 
around the scaffold walkways and erection of the scaffold itself has resulted in the loss of a large quantity of 
plasterwork filling the bays of the south-western gable end. In addition, supporting the timber superstructure 
of the bridge house has led to the movement of other unsupported timbers, which has resulted in the 
loosening of this plasterwork. Some of these panels may be in danger of falling. 

7.1.3 Movement of the timbers of the bridge house caused by supporting timbers that had rested in 
position has resulted in the loss of many of the roof slates and may cause further warping of the timbers. 

7.1.4 The method of eventual removal of the concrete counterweights is problematic. Breaking up the 
concrete boxes may cause some damage to the fabric of the building, due to there being nothing to dampen 
the vibrations of jack hammers and other plant. Inserting any lifting gear beneath the boxes may damage 
underlying archaeological deposits. 
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Appendix 1: Summary of Contexts 

Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology Service 
Archaeological monitoring of scaffolding works at Gunns Mills, Abenhal/ 

i Mid red sandy silt with occasional stone 

'2 
3 

.~i~ .. 9Tt?Y..~~.~.~~~().~.r:! .. ~.Q~ .. rn!.(].y~.II().~ .. ?~.n.qy' .. <?!~y. ................ ,.,... . ....................... . 
· Dark reddish-brown sandy silt containing a moderate amount of 
: stone 
· M id pi ri kis'ii:grey'fsh'hrown"iaye';:'oTioose"si'iiy' sa';;'(j"wit"ti"a" m'o'rt'a'r~"""""26tii'c""'" .................... : 

, , ........................... , ....... . 
: 4 8a 

· like fee containi uent slate and roof tile , ........................... + ....................... ~.~ ........... ~ .. , ... .. 
, Dark b silly clay containing stone, concrete, brick, slate, china Late 20thC 8a 

and ca 

..................... , ......... .' ................. Q9.rnp.~<?~ .. cJ.~.r.~ .. ~r.9.~n..g-'.§.Y.~y. .. ~.~!~.~!~.~ .. '!.~.g.~~§.~!g.IJ .................................................. .I().P..~()~1: .. ?. ..... . 
2b Mid orangey-brown friable silty clay with occasional small to Late 20thC 

........................ f ........................ ,· ... rn~~i.llr.t'1 .. ~.tC?~.~.~! .. r.t'1.()tt~X!...9..E3M and modern wire fenci ............................. .. 
8 3b, 4, Light whitish-yellow and grey compact crushed limestone, which Same as [20]? 

5b, 6b was Slightly burnt and set in a light greyish-brown sandy silt matrix 19thC? 
with occasional charcoal and mortar 

9 Mid brownish-red compact Slightly sandy clayey silt with rootlets, 20thC 
mortar, stones and CBM 

; ......................... ..;. ....................... + .............. .b.r.().~.Q .. :;~0.(jy.?.i.I.t..~.i.~.~.g.g9.§.~ig.Q~I ........ :.:: .. c:; .. : .... : ............................................... +.:,:.7.;7.'. 
Dark reddish-brown compact sandy silt containing stone 

; ...... : ................... +.':., .................. ! ... :.:. .......................................................................................................................................................... ; ... :.:.; ............ " .. . 
ish-red silt with occasional stones 

Yellowish-brown sandy silt with occasional small stones and Post medieval 
of rit 

14 , 7b Mid reddish-brown sandy silt mottled with yellowish-brown and Post medieval 

......................... , .. ~~~.~ .. PC:l.~<?h..~.s. .. ()r.g.r!~ ............................................................................................................................................. . 
15 • 8b : Dark brownish-red compact clayey silt with frequent small stones . Topsoil. 20thC 

! and mortar 
16 8b .... ··r'Lig·ht'·g·rey·is·h:brown .. mottied·with .. ye·iiowis·h~wh'i'te"c'o'm'pa et"Ciay·ey· ...... · 'p'ost"m'edieval 

! silt containi occasional small stones and mortar 

• Dark brownish-grey friable clayey silt with frequent small to large ! Post medieval . 
......................... . ....................... ; ... ~~()D.~~! .. ~g<?!?S..i.'?~.~I .. ?I.~.~~! .. ~.~.r~r.t'1.i.g .. ~~.i.I~!n9. .. n.J~t.~r.!.':l! .. !;l~.g .. ~-'.§.g .................... l .......................................... ! 
j 19 ! 8b! Light orangey-brown compact silty clay mottled with dark : Post medieval j 

, .......................... l. ........................ ; .. ~f.().~.~!.~~.~.gr~y. ............................................................................................................................. : ......................................... .1 
• 20 i 8b : Light greyish-yellow compact sandy silt with occasional small • Same as [8]? : 

L._ .. _ ... _ ............. L ....... __ .... __ .. j .. S.!2D.~.~_.':l.r:!Q .. s!~.9!~9.~.9.DJg_r!.§.r ....... " ...... ~~ ............. __ ... __ ........................................... .: .. lg!.~ .. g} ........................ j 
! 21 i 8b • Light yellowish-grey sandy silt containing frequent stone and some i Post medieval . 

: mortar • 
,~~.~~~~~~ .... "~_~,,~~~_~~~~~."~~ •• ____ ~.l-_ .... ~_"~_._~~~ __ ~~ .... ~~~~ __ ~ ___ ~~,."""'"~~_~~~""'~~~~~_~ ............. .--. __ ~~""",.. __ ~,...,,,._' .~~ .. ~~ __ .~ ___ ~~~~~_~~ 
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Figure 1: Location plan (Scale 1:500) 
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Area 2; The upper courtyard 

Area 5: The bellows room 

Gunns Mills, Abenhall 
Figure 2: Trench location plan (Scale 1:100) 
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Figure 3a: Trench 2b, south-east facing section (1:20) 
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Figure 3c: Trench 3b: south-east facing section (1:20) 
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Figure 3: Sections and plans of trenches 2b and 3b (Scale 1 :20) 
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Figure 4a: Trench 5b, south~east facing section (1:20) 
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Figure 4c:: Trench 6b, south~east facing section (1:20) 
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Figure 4d: Trench 6b, plan (Scale 1:20) 
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Figure 4: Trenches 5b and 6b, plans and sections (Scale 1 :20) 
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Figure 5a: Trench 7b, south-east facing section (1:20) 
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Figure 5b: Trench 7b, plan (1:20) 
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Figure 5: Trenches 7b and 8a, plans and sections (Scale 1:20) 
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Figure 6: Trench Bb, plan and sections (Scale 1:20) 
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